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An attorney who represents a former Chicago Blackhawks player who alleges he was sexually
assaulted by a then-assistant coach in 2010 is open to the possibility of her client participating
in the team ...
Former player unlikely to participate in Blackhawks review
The acting head of the Food and Drug Administration on Friday called for a government
investigation into highly unusual contacts between her agency's drug reviewers and the maker
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of a controversial ...
FDA head calls for inquiry into Alzheimer’s drug review
Lawyers for the city of Seattle are denying that it broke the state’s public records law after the
mayor’s text messages were missing from a time that included large protests in the city
following ...
City of Seattle countersues newspaper in public records case
I owe you a firm answer,” Milley ... to conduct “a thorough review” of policies and security
procedures. Describing themselves as very concerned by AP’s findings, Sens.
General ‘shocked’ by AP report on AWOL military guns
The FBI is taking the unusual step of ordering a new look at the autopsy of Black motorist
Ronald Greene to consider evidence not provided after his 2019 death, including body camera
video of ...
AP: Body cam prompts new look at what killed Black motorist
The Blackhawks have hired a former federal prosecutor to conduct an independent
investigation into sexual assault allegations against a former assistant coach.
Former player open to participating in Chicago Blackhawks' sexual assault review under right
conditions
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The armed services and the Pentagon are not eager for the public to know the answer ... the
AP built its own database, using extensive federal Freedom of Information Act requests to
review ...
AP: Some Stolen US Military Guns Used in Violent Crimes
Keenum said the next step is a summer review phase that will "engage other ... to dig deeper
as a group," Sankey said. "Those answers are going to come. There were decisions made
back in 2012 ...
CFP expansion review gets OK
WASHINGTON (AP) — Apple informed former Trump White ... to testify under oath voluntarily
or face a subpoena to answer questions about secretly seizing the phone data from House
Democrats ...
AP source: Justice Dept secretly subpoenaed McGahn's records
In the summer of 1969, the summer of Woodstock, musical acts like Stevie Wonder, B On
Location: July 9, 2021 In the summer of 1969, the same summer as Woodstock, some of the
biggest musical acts ...
Review: ‘Summer of Soul’ may be the best doc of the year
China has also scaled back some plans after several countries sought to review, cancel or
reduce commitments, citing concerns over costs, erosion of sovereignty, and corruption. But
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despite ...
Asia has wary welcome for G7's answer to Belt and Road
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The Ohio Elections Commission on Thursday delayed its review of a
massive list ... “The people deserve answers and they deserve action,” he said.
Election Panel Delays Householder Campaign Finance Review
(Peter Mountain/Paramount+ via AP) The new Mark Wahlberg movie “Infinite ... He has big
questions about why he is the way he is and no answers yet: “Did you ever have a dream so
real ...
Review: ‘Infinite’ big, silly and occasionally exciting
I owe you a firm answer," Milley told ... General conduct "a thorough review" of policies and
security procedures. Describing themselves as very concerned by AP's findings, Sens.
Top general 'shocked' by AP report on AWOL military guns, mulls fix
I owe you a firm answer,” Milley told Feinstein ... of the Inspector General conduct “a thorough
review” of policies and security procedures. Describing themselves as very concerned by AP’s
findings, ...
General ‘shocked’ by AP report on AWOL guns, considers fix
The armed services and the Pentagon are not eager for the public to know the answer ... AP
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how many weapons were lost or stolen from 2010 through 2019. So the AP built its own
database, using ...
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